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Dear Jarrod
Official Information Act 1982 (OIA) request dated 14 December 2017 (ref. 2017180205)
Thank you for your OIA request to the Department of Internal Affairs (the Department)
dated 14 December 2017, in which you asked for the following information:
“Can you please also forward to me the internal reports/discussion documents on the
issue of whether loot boxes meet the legal definition of gambling, and the decision
document.”
We have interpreted your request to be for substantive discussion documents that directly
led to the Department’s decision on whether loot boxes meet the legal definition of
gambling. We have not included emails between staff discussing media coverage, preparing
responses to correspondence regarding loot boxes, or including discussion that did not
directly lead to our decision. Based on this interpretation we have identified three
documents in-scope of your request:
1. an email from Operational Policy to Legal Services dated 20 November 2017,
requesting a legal opinion on the status of loot boxes;
2. an email from Legal Services to Operational Policy dated 28 November 2017,
containing a draft legal opinion on the status of loot boxes; and
3. an email from Legal Services to Operational Policy dated 8 December 2017, providing
the final legal opinion on the status of loot boxes.
The above documents have been withheld in full under section 9(2)(h) of the OIA to
maintain legal professional privilege. I consider that the withholding of information detailed
above is not outweighed by other considerations which render it desirable, in the public
interest, to make that information available.
We do however recognise there is public interest in transparency of this process. We have
therefore provided you with a summary of the considerations that led to the Department’s
decision regarding loot boxes (see Appendix One).
I trust this information is useful.

